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Workshop Eleven: Talkaoke
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What is a Talkaoke?
Talkaoke: or How to Broadcast Decentrally
In a disused town hall (a remnant of central control) several people are sitting at a round table... In the middle is
the globalised King Arthur with a microphone that is webcasting worldwide via the internet. That is the setup for
today's broadcast... King Arthur, alias Mikey the man in the middle, tells us that we are here to talk into the
mike. He will provide some questions to get us talking but as soon as talk is flowing he will simply keep the mike
moving to whoever is ready to talk next... http://www.publicwriting.net/2.2/digital_diary_02.08.13.html
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Talkaoke - The Mobile Talk Show
Talkaoke is a mobile talk show where anyone can come and sit around the table of chat and talk about what
ever they want. The table is battery powered and has a built in PA system, so it can be set up almost anywhere.
https://youtu.be/xAb-ONGevq4
This is Talkaoke
Talkaoke is the the live, people-led talk-show where the host sits in in the middle of the media-rich UFO of chat,
wielding the microphone and facilitating a dynamic conversation between people who gather around the Talkaoke table. https://youtu.be/O7GTJfcP9jo
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The People Speak
Talkaoke is a pop up talk show that is has been gaining popularity in festivals, clubs, galleries, theatres, conferences and on the street. it consists of an illuminated round table with a host sitting in the middle on a swivel
chair. Participants sit around the outside and are passed the microphone whenever they want to
http://thepeoplespeak.org.uk/
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Talkaoke! The nights of the round table
This is the world of Talkaoke and these are the "talkaokeyists" – an eclectic group of men and women, who have
come to a studio in east London to debate anything and everything with people they either know or have never
met before. The pink-lit table with speakers and voice control fitted on the side might be more Nineties than
Noughties, but the home-grown Kilroy-inspired "mobile talk show", the baby of a London art student, is in global
demand. The number of Talkaoke events has more than doubled in the past year, while takings have gone up by
30 per cent.
http://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/this-britain/talkaoke-the-nights-of-the-round-table-7440946.html
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Add Your Voice to the Talkaoke at Bridport Food Festival
The Talkaoke, a dynamic, interactive attraction is brand new for 2016 and will engage festival goers in conversations about all kinds of issues, including everything to do with food at the Festival's Main Event on Saturday 18th
June. Among other topics, the People’s Wishlist for the Future of Food in Bridport will be at hot topic when the
Talkaoke comes to town. “The People’s Wishlist is a great place to start conversations at the Talkaoke Table,”
says Linda Hull from Communities Living Sustainably, who pulled together the Wishlist from hundreds of conversations with local people. “The Talkaoke will give local people a chance to have their say about what’s great
about food in Bridport and how we could make it easier for more local people to enjoy more local food.”
http://leakersbakery.co.uk/news/2016/6/14/talkeoke
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The Art of Conversation
The Art of Hosting Good Conversations Online - By Howard Rheingold
WHAT AN ONLINE HOST WANTS TO ACHIEVE:
 The ongoing goal is civil discourse: all kinds of people having conversations and arguments about a variety
of subjects and treating each other decently.
 Authentic conversations -- from the head, the heart, and the gut.
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A feeling of ownership. Participants become evangelists.
A spirit of group creativity, experimentation, exploration, good will.
A shared commitment to work together toward better communication, better conversations. If this is
achieved, nothing else is needed.
A system where people figure out where the conversation is going, by themselves, and settle conflicts
among themselves.
A place where everybody builds social capital individually by improving each other's knowledge capital collaboratively.

GOOD ONLINE DISCUSSIONS:
 Enable people to make contact with other people.
 Enable people to entertain themselves rather than being just the passive consumers of canned entertainment.
 Enable people to create a gift economy for knowledge-sharing.
 Create conditions for ongoing collaboration that return individual effort with a whole that is greater than
the sum of its parts.
 Provide a way for people to get to know each other beyond their usual masks.
 Make newcomers feel welcomed, contributors valued, recreational hasslers ignored.
A HOST IS...
 A host is like a host at a party. You don't automatically throw a great party by hiring a room and buying
some beer.
 Someone needs to invite an interesting mix of people, greet people at the door, make introductions, start
conversations, avert fisticuffs, encourage people to let their hair down and entertain each other.
 A host is also an authority. The host is the person who enforces whatever rules there may be, and will therefore be seen by many as a species of law enforcement officer.
 A host is also an exemplar. Good hosts model the behaviour they want others to emulate: read carefully and
post entertainingly, informatively, and economically, acknowledge other people by name, assume good will,
assert trust until convinced otherwise , add knowledge, offer help , be slow to anger, apologize when wrong,
politely ask for clarification, exercise patience when your temper flares.
 A host is also a cybrarian. Good hosts nurture the community memory, pointing newcomers to archives,
providing links to related conversations, past and present, hunting down resources to add to the collective
pool of knowledge -- and teaching others to do it. Well performed voluntary cybrarianship is contagious.
 A host can be a character in the show, but the show is collaborative improvisation, with the audience onstage.
 All hosts are members of a community of hosts. You can't host communities without communities of hosts.
http://www.rheingold.com/texts/artonlinehost.html
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Invitation: The Art of Good Questions
Remember, our goal is conversation flow. Conversations flow when they move from topic to topic and speaker
to speaker in a way that feels smooth and natural. One of your primary tools for helping conversations flow is
the idea of invitation. An invitation is something you say that:
 Communicates very clearly that it is now your partner's turn to talk, and
 Gives a strong suggestion for what your partner should talk about.
http://www.improveyoursocialskills.com/conversation/invitation
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The Complete Hosting Manual - A good conversation is more like a game of hacky-sack
What, generally, makes a good conversation? Many things: an alive topic of interest to all, an open and receptive
mood, people willing to listen as much as speak, a willingness to drop preconceptions and explore many different ideas, a comfortable setting in which people can easily hear each other, a group small enough for everyone
to speak. A good conversation is more like a game of hacky-sack than a game of tennis—the objective is to keep
the ball in the air, not to defeat your “opponent.” At its best, such conversation gets deeper and richer the
longer it can be sustained.
Setting the Stage: Opening the Conversation Café
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So—imagine you have convened your group and they have arrived and you have welcomed them warmly. Then
state the theme or topic for the Café and let them know the ending time (90 minutes is best, 60 minutes minimal, and less would be a Café Light)
The Agreements: Next, read the Agreements out loud. The introduction of these Agreements begins to mark the
shift from daily busy-ness and ordinary chit-chat to the wiser, generative depths at a slower pace of ‘being-intime.’ You could have each person read one of them. This begins the sense of ownership of the process and
gives a few people their first opportunity to speak. You may want to elaborate on each one, along the lines of
the italicized words:
Open-mindedness: listen to and respect all points of view. Conversation isn’t just talking. It’s talking and listening. In fact, in a group of 4-8, you’ll be listening more than you are talking! By focusing on listening, you may also
benefit from the variety of ideas around the table.
Acceptance: suspend judgment as best you can. We all judge one another, but do your best not to. Doing so will
enable you to hear new things from others. It also helps everyone feel safer if they think others are trying to not
judge them!
Curiosity: seek to understand rather than persuade. We’re not here to convince others that we are right and
they are wrong. If someone expresses a point of view that seems different from yours, see if you can ask some
questions to gain clarity or understanding.
Discovery: question assumptions, look for new insights. Conversation Café dialogues aren’t polite conversation—they are designed to expose us to new ideas or possibly even see old ideas in a new way. Insight—seeing
more deeply into a topic—can come if we watch for it.
Sincerity: speak from your heart and personal experience. We want to hear what’s important to you, not just
your opinions or data you’ve collected. Relate your ideas or reports to your personal experience.
Brevity: go for honesty and depth but don’t go on and on. Honesty and depth are important to a good conversation, but so is giving everyone a chance to speak. People are polite. They may not stop you if you go on and on.
But you can stop yourself. Try to stay under a couple of minutes.
After reviewing each of these agreements, make sure you get everyone’s buy-in—by nodding their heads or
even raising their hands. It is essential that everyone makes the commitment to do their best to abide by these
agreements for the next hour and a half.
The Process: After reading the agreements, explain how the process will involve two rounds with a Talking Object, followed by open conversation, and end lastly with a final round where each will reflect on their experience.
Talking Object: The talking object is a deceptively simple yet powerful tool for transformation. It creates the
space for deep reflection as it creates the capacity to hold the floor in silence, without concern or possibility of
interruption. It invites deep listening from the rest of the circle which in turn invites a higher quality and greater
depth of expression, yielding new levels of thoughtfulness and wisdom. Further, it is a powerful tool for creating
equality: Everyone in the circle (which in itself is a powerful tool/symbol of non-hierarchy) has an equal voice, an
equal turn. This is the essential expression of democracy. It equalizes power differences that arise from rank,
class, ethnicity, age, gender, as well as personality and communication styles. You can use whatever you want
for a Talking Object. Pick anything that is easily held and handy—even a salt shaker. Some hosts like to choose
something with symbolic meaning to them, or an object from nature.
http://www.conversationcafe.org/the-complete-hosting-manual/
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Tips for Hosting a Conversation
Hosting a conversation is easy: gather for a potluck and have a discussion. We are asking folks to concentrate on
the issues profiling, detention and/or deportation. The key is to engage the queer AAPI community in issues of
social justice, while being comfortable with familiar people in an inclusive environment. To help introduce the
topic, we have provided tools such as fact sheets, videos, and news articles illustrating the problems. After going
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over your chosen resources, everyone will share their reactions and thoughts. Hosting a conversation can be the
perfect way to grow community support for important issues. Help create these interactive and welcoming educational opportunities. http://www.nqapia.org/wpp/wp-content/uploads/2015/05/Tips-for-Hosting-a-Conversation.pdf
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What is the Art of Hosting Conversations that Matter?
The Art of Hosting is a highly effective way of harnessing the collective wisdom and self-organizing capacity of
groups of any size. Based on the assumption that people give their energy and lend their resources to what matters most to them – in work as in life – the Art of Hosting blends a suite of powerful conversational processes to
invite people to step in and take charge of the challenges facing them.
http://www.artofhosting.org/
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Hosting a Community Discussion
Using fun and inspiring techniques such as art, music, storytelling, humour and hands-on practical activities, has
proved a fantastic way to involve people in influencing the future of where they live. We've used them in neighbourhood planning events, whether it be helping people make the most of green spaces, kickstart community
enterprises, understand climate change, or respond to large-scale planning developments affecting the area.
http://www.edenproject.com/eden-story/our-ethos/creative-community-engagement
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Organize a Community Forum
Getting Started: What is a community forum? A community forum is an event that anyone can attend, where a
panel of experts who have experience in a particular subject share their knowledge and perspectives and
where members of the audience can ask questions during a pre-set time. It is a great resource for anyone who
wants to learn more about an issue. It is also an excellent way to recruit activists.
Why hold a community forum? Community forums can be a very effective way to raise awareness in your community and to get people involved in an issue. It can provide an opportunity for activists to join forces to demand action on a set of issues, advocate for change and get local media attention.
http://www.action.org/documents/How_to_Organize_a_Community_Forum.pdf
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A Quick Guide to Hosting a Community Café
This Quick Guide is an shorter alternative to the full Orientation Guide, and focuses on the typical steps involved
in hosting a Community Café. There are many variations to hosting a Community Café and this is only a guide to
the practice of hosting meaningful conversations in a group setting. Hosting Community Cafés are part of an
appreciative Inquiry process:
 Dream - What is your vision for strengthening families?
 Design - What change(s) would you like to see happen in your community?
 Discovery - What do you want to learn, need to know?
 Delivery – Host a café conversation and commit to action as a result of the conversation.
After your café, revisit this process again. Communities are encouraged to adopt cafés as a part of their community function.
http://thecommunitycafe.org/wp-content/uploads/QuickGuideEnglish.pdf
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Community Planning toolkit – Community Engagement
This section of the toolkit provides guidance on the issues to consider when planning and designing community
engagement. It focuses on quality and effectiveness, process planning and designing engagement tailored to the
particular issue, level of participation to be achieved, timeframe and range of stakeholders affected.
Planning and Designing Community Engagement: Community engagement works best where it is an ongoing
cumulative process enabling relationships and trust to build and strengthen over time. Individual engagement
events should be planned and designed with this in mind and aim to contribute to the overall aims of the engagement process. Community or voluntary groups may want to participate at a range of levels – from providing
advice to co-designing the process and from undertaking some aspects of the engagement to delivering projects
to meet some of the outcomes. http://www.communityplanningtoolkit.org/sites/default/files/Engagement.pdf
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Ideas for Community Consultation
Community consultation can ‘work’ for both the consulter and the consulted. It can bring new levels of expertise
and information to the consulter, in a dynamic, cost-effective and integrated way. It can make the consulted feel
that they are being listened to, that their opinions matter, and that they can be involved in decision-making that
affects them. Importantly, over time it also educates the consulted in plan making processes which affect them.
Consultation therefore has the ability to develop the ‘deliberative capacity’ of both the consulter and the consulted http://activedemocracy.net/articles/principles_procedures_final.pdf
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Community Development Objectives
A Guide to Engaging the Community in Your Project
The success of your project depends largely on how well you are able to engage your community. Community/stakeholder input can help you shape your project vision, ensure you are responding to local needs, and
help you to build support for your development ideas. Ideally, your community should be involved from a very
early stage; this will help you to form lasting relationships with community members, and ensure your development will be an addition to the neighbourhood that everyone can be proud of.
http://www.artscapediy.org/Creative-Placemaking-Toolbox/Who-Are-My-Stakeholders-and-How-Do-I-EngageThem/A-Guide-to-Engaging-the-Community-in-Your-Project.aspx
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The Manchester Community Engagement Toolkit
Why is community engagement important?
1. By talking about problems and solutions with communities, service providers can make sure that resources
are targeted at areas with the most need. Feedback from local people is a way of making sure services meet
people’s need and improvements are effective. This could be about anything from roads, to recycling, to
community centres.
2. People who are involved in local projects have a chance to build their personal skills. This can be finding out
new ways of doing things, improving communication skills, building confidence or just having fun. Being involved in projects can help people take on a sense of belonging and pride in their local area.
3. Regeneration programmes over the last 20 years have shown that real change takes place when local people have a sense of place and ownership in their neighbourhoods and lives.
4. Agencies and organisations, like councils, become more open and accessible when people understand how
they work, are allowed to have a say in decisions and share the efforts to improve quality of life. Community
engagement helps break down barriers and negative views of organisations.
www.manchester.gov.uk/download/downloads/.../community_engagement_toolkit.pdf
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Running and cultural participation - a qualitative study
This research was commissioned by Glasgow Life and the Glasgow Centre for Population Health to better understand what motivates or prevents people from running or attending cultural venues within low participation
neighbourhoods in Glasgow. The research was carried out using qualitative methods, including focus groups, indepth interviews and a community session with local residents. Although running and cultural attendance are
understood to be quite different activities, both are recognised as being leisure options which have the potential
to impact positively on health and wellbeing. http://www.gcph.co.uk/publications/518_running_and_cultural_participation-a_qualitative_study
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Consultation and Decision Making
One of the key ways to ensure a committed group of supporters is to involve as many people as possible in the
early stages of planning and visioning the project. This helps to ensure that there is a large and varied group of
people who feel ownership of the project – a sense of “I helped to set this up”. This can be crucial to the longterm success of the project by providing a wide pool of people with varied skills and contacts who have an investment in the success of the project and are likely to talk about it and recommend it to their friends, neighbours and colleagues.
http://www.aceforcommunities.net/section/consultation-and-decision-making
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Community Consultation
This is a brief account of the philosophy, concepts, strategies and tactics of a collaborative and participative approach to community consultation. It is written for people who are not accustomed to such processes….
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The consultative process is collaborative in this sense: you encourage those taking part to understand each others’ point of view. You also urge and help them to pursue outcomes which take all points of view into account.
Collaborative processes are sometimes described as win/win Collaborative processes seek to help each person
to articulate her own point of view clearly, and to understand the views which others express. You encourage
people to exchange information in a cooperative way, and to seek outcomes which satisfy everybody. There are
a number of potential advantages:
 Decisions are based on more information and better understanding;
 Decisions are often more creative, going beyond the solutions which people bring with them;
 The processes are more satisfying, and tend to improve relationships.
 Such processes may initially feel “strange” or “artificial”, as people are not used to them.
 As people become more practised with the processes, however, they come to recognise the greater enjoyment and effectiveness they allow. http://www.aral.com.au/DLitt/DLitt_P18comcon.pdf
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